
Harold Weisberg 
Rt. 8, Frederick, Md. 21701 
9/14/74 

Dear Con^resaman Driziaxit 

Thank you vory much for taking the time to respond to my phoned request to your 
office and for the enclosures* 

^hile vhat you sent is not vhat I asked for I am gpLad to have it or anything 
else liko it because at some point my files are going to be a oolleg© archive. 

What I had asked for is whatever if available on Nixon* s appointments or logs 
throu^ 6/23/72* These have been made public andhave been printed, b|(t there are 
typographical errors in the newspapers* 

Ify interest is in knowing when he spoke to whom, by whatever means, in this 
early period, from the moment of the Watergate arrests through 6/23* If the phone 
used is indicated that can have special value if not special meaning to me. 

As I explained when I phoned, I have almost oompleted the draft of a book that 
does go into what has not been treated at all or has been treated other than I do* 
I have developed information that is new* Aside from wanting this information for 
knowledge and exact quotation I think it is not impossible that some of it may fit 
with what I have already wvitten* 

If the official text of the released transcripts of 6/23/72 are available I 
would appreciate them also* 

other request mays not be as easy to fill* It was for whatever is available 
of the volumes of evidence published by the committee* % Interest is not only for 
present use* I would very much like them to be part of all of my files when they 
end up at the institution that is tht:ir final hone. 

Host of my work has been on political assassinations* Because I had to 
invent the "underground** book to open the subject of the Warren Commission, while 
that initial work was a best-seller there lingers a prejudice against me as well 
as against xhe subject* I am aware that there was a time a member of your staff 
had an interest in the subject* In my opinion most if not all of what has received 
attention recently is without basis, irrosponsihle. Unfortunately, almost hobody is 
in a position to judge what is or is not factual, even reasonable, because of the 
enormous amount of time required to leom what is beyond question* 

The sixth of my books will appear soon* You will receive a copy, as will all 
^Wbera of both Houses* While it deals with and reproduces suppressed evidence in 
the J7K assassination it also has ccHisiderable content on the corruption of the 
Freedom of Infonaation law* 

If you would like the earlier works, I will be happy to supply them. One is the 
only work not in accord with the official mythology in the King assassination* Another, 
Oswald in New Orleans, is out of print* It is, I tliink, a strange irony tliat the only 
works still available on this turning point in history are those a man without means 
had to go into debt to publish* 

Thanks again for what you sent and for any other help you may be able to 
provide. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


